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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you  Mark.   Good morning, everyone.  It is an absolute pleasure to be back in person speaking at the Flight Test Safety workshop.  This is my first time to experience the elegance & historical inside the RAF Club.  Back in 1995 I had the privilege of a exchange tour with the Royal Naval Reserve.  My host, a royal navy pilot showed me some of the sights of London, but deferred visiting here offering the “real” club was the Royal Navy’s “In and Out” club.  So, 27 years later here I finally am.  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
44 years of incredible experiences in my aerospace career. At the top left there is a picture of a plaque that is set in the walkway exiting Italy’s Milan-Malpensa airport that I often crossed traveling to oversee F-35 acceptance testing at Cameri airbase‘s final assembly plant. In English it says, “Every step I have taken in my life has led me here, now.” Steps in the evolution of risk mitigation is what I’d like to share with you today, told through the lens of my journey.  One experience of note given our present location occurred during my 1995 UK exchange tour.  I was asked by my Royal Navy hosts what I wanted to do in my time there. I responded that I would like a flight in every aircraft in the Royal Navy inventory fixed and rotor wing (Hawk, Sea Harrier, Gazelle, Sea King, Lynx, Tornado).  And my hosts graciously obliged  me!  This consisted of driving to a base, having tea with the base CO, getting a sim fam, followed by learning all the benefits of tepid local beers and whiskeys culminating with a flight the next morning.  2 highlights were flying Lynx helicopters over foggy hedgerows at ridiculously low altitudes and my Sea Harrier flight including a ski jump takeoff and vertical landing. My taste in beers has never been the same- for the good I might add. 
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Presentation Notes
My first personal experience with a fatal mishap was the 1994 crash that killed the legendary F-16 test pilot Joe-Bill Dryden.  Joe Bill was a friend and mentor. The day he crashed I was waiting at ops for his RTB to perform an acceptance flight on another F-16.  Joe Bill’s mishap had a deep personal impact.  But I didn’t really start to become involved in flight safety until years later.  And it was only recently that I understood the fallacy of blaming Joe-Bill for this mishap. The revolutionary changes in the last 2 decades to our operating environment and the methodologies now available is what changed my perspective. This talk be a whirlwind, and for some of you a paradigm shift as it was for me. I would ask that consider what relate with an open mind. I have a paper that goes into more detail for those who have an interest. 



MMRCA (India) Flight Demonstrations 
(Palmdale Calif)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My journey to enlightenment in regards to risk management began in 2010, after a series of unexpected events that occurred during Lockheed Martin’s F-16, Indian Air Force flight trial demonstrations conducted from Palmdale,  CaliforniaThese events were a catalyst for me to reexamine how I might have better identified potential risks and prepared for contingencies.  



Traditional Risk Matrix is Not Sufficient

Can be Counterproductive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most enlightening thing my review revealed was that many risk researchers and academics, were concluding that use of the ubiquitous probability risk matrix, which I had employed as part of my planning had: significant limitations, should be used with caution, and then only with careful explanations of embedded judgments



“Statistical science models can tell you something 
about normal events, but they cannot deal with 
unexpected, high-impact events.” Dr. Nassim Taleb

• A Surprise (to the observer)

• Major Impact

• Rationalized by Hindsight

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One example came from the 2007 groundbreaking book, “The Black Swan” by Dr. Nassim Taleb. In it, Dr. Taleb asserted that the probability of consequential rare events aka “Black Swans”  CANNOT BE COMPUTED using scientific methods owing to the very nature of small probabilities.Dr. Taleb stated that one cannot rely on a risk matrix table for this class of events, as the unstructured randomness found in “life” doesn’t behave like probability or game theory where the unexpected may be predicted by statistically extrapolating past observationsAfter a Black Swan event Taleb asserts we often erroneously convince ourselves that these events are explainable in hindsight    That is, we believe relevant data were available but not accounted for.Does this sound familiar?



“Fooled by Randomness”  

“We don't understand the world as well as we 
think we do and tend to be fooled by false 
patterns, mistake luck for skills, overestimate 
knowledge about rare events (Black Swans), as 
well as human understanding, something that 
has been getting worse with the increase in 
complexity…” Dr. Nassim Taleb – April 11, 2011, Fortune

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Taleb reasoned there are psychological biases that can make people individually and collectively blind to Black Swan eventsWe overestimate our understanding of the environment we are operating in, tend to be fooled by false patterns and mistake luck for skills.And increasing complexity is making it worse!  



4 Strategies for Mitigating Flight Test ‘Black Swans’ 
drawn from Dr. Nassim Taleb’s “10 Principles”

1. No Incentives Without Disincentives  
2. Everyone Bears Some Responsibility
3. Every Captain should go down with every ship
4. Counter-balance complexity with simplicity.  Complex 

systems survive thanks to slack and redundancy

10 Principles for a Black Swan-proof World, Taleb, Financial Times…. http://www.fooledbyrandomness.com/tenprinciples.pdf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Dr. Taleb offered ten provocative principles for creating a “Black Swan-proof world.”  At the 2011 European SETP conference and again at the 2017 FTSW, I suggested adopting four of these 4 principles shown in the slide to flight test.  While these 4 prescriptions had some appeal and rationale, they were not really embraced or adopted in our industry or government organizations.In any case, testers and flight safety organizations needed something more concrete and within their control.  Fortunately, in the last 6 years in response to increasing complexity, others were proposing alternative risk management strategies and frameworks applicable to flight test.  Three of them are Cynefin, Risk Awareness and STAMP, which I will overview today



Growing Challenge - Complexity!
Systems

Organizations (Processes)

Software

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before discussing these other strategies, a quick sidebar about complexity and its impactI think there is broad agreement that increasing complexity in systems, software and organizations represents a growing challenge



Complexity Impact in Flight Test

2019 Flight Test Safety Workshop - Wickert

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The impact of complexity and uncertainty was discussed at length during the 2019 Flight Test Safety Workshop, 



Complexity Impact in the Operational World
Examples of Accidents Where Software Operated “As Designed”

2018 Boeing 737 Max
NBC News.com

Asiana B777 – Auto-Throttle Doesn’t Advance

Distracted pilot & flight control logic glitch

Learjet 60–Computer Ignored Pilot Commands

Copyright John Thomas 2020

Control Systems 
Operated 
Exactly as 
Designed!

Airforcetimes.com

Copyright John Thomas 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moreover, while commercial and military operational accidents have been decreasing dramatically over the decades,  we continue to see mishaps where pilot error occurred due to confusion or ignorance involving software intensive systems which operated as designed! 



The problem is that we are attempting to build 
systems that are beyond our ability to intellectually 
manage: Increased interactive complexity and 
coupling make it difficult for the designers to 
consider all the potential system states or for 
operators to handle all normal and abnormal 
situations and disturbances safely and effectively.” 

from Engineering a Safer World by Professor Nancy Leveson
Dir of MIT Partnership for Systems Approaches to Safety & Security

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MIT Systems Safety researcher Professor Nancy Leveson nicely frames the complexity challenge.  Testers have culpability in these types of operational mishaps. Flight testing either did not adequately test and identify software, interfaces and system hazards OR operated in a culture that did not support identifying and rectifying the hazards.So now on to these more recent methodologies…



Barham & Hughes-“Why Flight Test Is Distinctively Complex”

Cynefin “ku-nev-in”

Robert Barham & Starr Hughes, – “A Different Perspective Why Flight Test Is Distinctively Complex” SFTE Tech Council Webinar, June 2016

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2016 two Lockheed Martin flight test engineers proposed adopting a framework developed by IBM scientist Dave Snowden, to make sense of a complex and complicated world.The Cynefin Framework is an approach that helps one view problems from 4 different domains. With Cynefin you can assimilate problem scenario complexity, and choose an appropriate approach to resolution based on whether the problem resides in the simple, complicated, complex, or chaotic domain.  In addition to decision making, the Cynefin Framework helps identify the best way to interact with organizations and people operating in a different domain. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7oz366X0-8


Employ Cynefin for Effective & Safer Flight Test Operations 

In the Complex Domain

Employ pattern recognition and principles 
vice analysis & rules.

Experiences, Storytelling, Mentoring & 
Airmanship are Key to Pattern Recognition

Recognize Engineers & Managers operate 
in different domains

Barham, Robert & Hughes, Starr – “A Different Perspective Why Flight Test Is Distinctively Complex” SFTE Tech Council Webinar, June 2016

Flight Test Operations Reside Mostly in the Complex Domain.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FTE’s (Barham and Hughes) offered that flight test is rooted in the Cynefin Complex domain (upper left quadrant) and is best managed using the principles applicable to work in that domain. In the Complex domain, the cause-effect relationship is non-linear. Causes can have inordinately large or small effects. Right “answers” cannot be ferreted out.  Cause & effects are only discernable in hindsight. In this domain, “Unknown unknowns.” exist  Problems and interactions are resolved by probing, sensing, and responding. But patterns emerge and are discernable. Barham and Hughes believe that pattern recognition and storytelling are key training and operational elements for testers.  They assert pattern recognition is best gained thru experience to include mentoring, & airmanship instead of analysis and rules.  Comparing Cynefin strategy and Taleb’s Black Swan prescriptions they are aligned in some ways and may be incongruent in others. Recall Nassim Taleb’s caution about being “fooled by false patterns”  and hindsight.  In my paper I discuss potential pitfalls of human pattern recognition and emerging technologies to compensate. 

https://sfte.org/sfte_papers_database.php


Moving Safety Mindset from Linear “Event Oriented 
Thinking to Systems Thinking”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next methodology was introduced in 2018 at the SETP symposium.  Test pilot Douglas “Beaker” Wickert offered that the flight test community needed an updated accident model and a practical risk management framework that recognizes the challenges of uncertainty and complexity inherent in flight test. Wickert viewed the traditional approach of identifying “root cause” factors and a linear chain of events (often described as the Swiss-cheese model)  as too simplistic because it did not capture the unpredictable interactions and other important features of complex systems.  He also cited the incompleteness of traditional risk management tools such as Test Hazard Analysis and Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (FMEA)  And Like the Dr. Taleb, Wickert dismissed the use of probabilities equating them to “little more than wild guesses” 



“Wickert, Douglas., “Risk awareness: A new framework for risk management in flight test.” Proceedings to the SETP 62nd Annual Symposium, 2018.

2018 Wickert - Risk Awareness: 
A New Framework for Risk Management

• 2 Factors Characterize Risk

• Understand domain you are operating in

• Be Wary of Probability Estimates

• Employ different  strategies & tools 
based on domain

• Knowledge is Control Parameter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A distinction between different types of uncertainty lies at the heart of Wickert’s risk awareness framework.   The 2 framework factors are Knowledge (X axis) and Variability (y axis). Wickert offers that the challenges in Flight Test most often come from the two uncertainty domains on the right side.  And most of the “hard” decisions and surprises in flight test reside in the domain of pure uncertainty. Wickert asserted that in the pure uncertainty domain, Heuristics—aka rules of thumb—are demonstrably more reliable, and are likely to provide better go/no-go decisions.  In Wickert’s framework, operations are either safe or they are not.  Knowledge of the system under test (rather than risk) is the control parameter governing the phase change between safe and unsafe operations.Let me repeat that



Risk Awareness Emerges in Complex 
Systems and Organizations. 

To cultivate risk awareness:

1) Identify and characterize the nature 
of the unknowns

2) Reduce the reducible ignorance

3) Democratize safety decision making

4) Resist drift

“Wickert, Douglas., “Risk awareness: A new framework for risk management in flight test.” Proceedings to the SETP 62nd Annual Symposium, 2018.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Uncertainty, is the primary impediment hampering knowledge of the system, the critical knowledge threshold that portends a mishap, and hence risk awareness. To cultivate risk awareness Wickert offered the 4 strategies listed in the slide. I refer you to Wickert’s paper and his 2020 Flight Test Safety Workshop talk for more detail. 



3 Approaches - Good But Insufficient

2007 2016 2018

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The three frameworks discussed so far (i.e., Black Swan, Cynefin, Risk Awareness) are aligned in their assessments regarding inadequacies of traditional risk management for complex, software intensive systems. Ben Luther and I discuss these 3 strategies in March 2020 Safety Fact newsletterNow, one key element I felt was still missing was a concrete tool based on model-based system engineering that testers could employ.  I found this missing element in STAMP



• Safety Enhancements Focused on Complex, Software Intensive Systems

• STAMP Methodology (Systems Theoretic Accident Model & Process)

• Can Find Missing Requirements & Handle Unknown-Unknowns

• Prescriptive and “Human Centric”

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Partnership for Systems Approaches to Safety and Security 

Dr. Nancy Leveson and Dr. John Thomas

Leveson - http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/2020-stamp-workshop-presentations/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I was introduced to STAMP and STPA at MIT’s 2019 workshop. In 2020 the FT safety workshop was centered around STAMP and STPA-many of you are familiar.  For those who may not be….The STAMP methodology aims to ferret out hazards missed by traditional risk mitigation in complex software intensive systems.STAMP has, by design, a human centric focus in order to mitigate human errors which Prof Leveson believes differentiates STAMP from traditional approaches.



Key STAMP Tenets

• Linear Causality Models Are Not Appropriate (Swiss Cheese)

• Using Probability to Assess Risk Can Undermine Safety

• Traditional Safety & Mishap Analysis Tools are Insufficient 

• Pilot/Operator error can be a symptom, rather than the cause 

• Component Failure is Not the Main Problem

• Address Safety as a Control Problem

For Complex Systems & Organizations:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Like the first three frameworks discussed Prof Leveson calls out the inadequacy of the linear “Swiss cheese” model, cautions against inappropriate use of the probability risk matrix and asserts traditional tools are insufficient for complex, software intensive systems.  In STAMP,  pilot/operator error is often a symptom of design or software deficiency rather than the root cause.STAMP’s biggest paradigm shift is to treat safety as a control problem rather than a Reliability ProblemWith STAMP the entire system is modeled as a set of interrelated control nodes 



STPA - A Rigorous 4 Step 
Model Based Systems Engineering Process to 

Identify & Mitigate Hazards 

How-to guide mit.edu/psas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STAMP Hazard identification and mitigation is accomplished by a 4 step process called STPA.  I refer you to 2020 Safety workshop and the MIT STPA website for more detail. 

http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/
http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/2020-workshop-information/


3 Pillars of Risk Awareness

Methodology 
& 

Tools
Culture

Tester Expertise 
&

Influence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2020 I found supporters for STPA in my company, but didn’t get the traction necessary to have it integrated and funded. Cost, culture, ignorance and influence were factors. My epiphany.  Getting an organization to fully embrace new methodologies and tools such as STPA requires Tester Influence. Gaining test influence is a multi-step long term process. It starts with testers demonstrating expertise and leadership. How can we accomplish this?



Flight Tester Expertise

“The traditional approach to training and management used with 
most design engineering disciplines and other program organizations 
is ineffective and perhaps dangerous when applied to the flight test 
discipline…”  

Robert Barham & Starr Hughes, – “A Different Perspective Why Flight Test Is Distinctively Complex” 
SFTE Tech Council Webinar, June 2016

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In their Cynefin paper, Barham & Hughes point out the pitfalls of training testers using traditional engineering-oriented approaches.They assert training needs to develop the test teams’ pattern recognition and also “train-out” our natural tendency to gloss over inconsistencies in observed patterns. Test pilot school, OJT and flying can hone pattern recognition  But, outside the military, FTE’s (at least in the U.S) are not always offered sufficient training opportunities to develop this competency. 



Tester Influence Derives from Expertise

Academics
& Self Study

OJT
Mentoring 

&
Outside Experience

Holistic Training
Ongoing Professional Development
Competency Standards
Accredited Career Track

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In my paper I outline a vision for holistic FTE training and competency checks that mirrors test pilot school training and pilot currency checks.   This consists of the four areas shown in the pie chart. In my experience, FTE training was often lacking in airmanship and ongoing professional development. Some companies step up.   Ben Luther will present how Gulfstream trains FTE’s at this workshop.  And at the 2021 SETP symposium presenters from Textron (the parent of Cessna & Beechcraft)  overviewed how they train and track proficiency for pilots and FTE’s. Training in the 4 aspects of in the pie chart above will improve a team’s ability to plan and execute testing safely and effectively…..it is also a key component for building trust and credibility that can lead to more INFLUENCE. However to have significant influence testers also need a career track that enables them to rise to the TOP rungs of an organization



“Flight Test Training is Expensive…but it is Good Business”

Expertise + Career Track => Influence

Airbus VP for Flight Test - Patrick Du Ché

Patrick 
Du Che Fernando 

Alonso

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Airbus epitomizes how this can pay off. While attending the 2019 SFTE conference in Toulouse, France we were given a briefing on Airbus’s extensive FTE training and competency requirements covering all aspects listed in the previous slide. That evening I had the good fortune to dine with Airbus Executive Vice President of T&E Patrick Du Che and Fernando Alonso, General Manager of Airbus Military Defence.  I asked them how they were able to justify this high level of training. Du Che’s answer was, “Jeff, Flight Test Training is Expensive…but it is Good Business.” Du Che and Alonso are both experienced FTE’s.  More importantly Monsieur Du Che’s flight test position was #3 reporting to the CEO. With their leadership and influence, Airbus has established a gold standard FTE training program and a flight test career track that provides opportunities for exceptional testers to achieve leadership positions including all the FTEs shown in the slide. This is the type of organization and culture that achieves a key strategy necessary to manage risk… A vote at the BIG table. 



“It’s tough to make predictions, especially 
about the future” Yogi Berra

Real Time Model Based Analysis 
Real Time Knowledge Envelopes
Less is More  (Big Data) 
Machine Learning Pattern Recognition
Augmented Reality Build-Ups
Virtual Reality Training
AI Assistants Control Room

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This brings us to the present. Emerging technologies offer the promise to make the Black Swan, Cynefin, Risk Awareness and STPA strategies I overviewed more viable and effective. Some real world developments:The F-22 program is utilizing real-time model-based analysis to aid envelope expansion. USAF testers at the AFTC have begun putting Beaker Wickert’s Risk Awareness framework to real world use.  Instead of grey beard engineer monitoring parameters such as beta for assessing excursions), they employ system knowledge as the “control parameter” Watch the 2021 SETP talk. Or better yet listen to them at the SFTE symposium later this month.  “Leif” Ericson’s presentation at this years  SETP symposium offering a new construct for determining an acceptable level of risk , came with thought provoking recommendations to REDUCE risk.  One being sometimes DO Less testing.  How?  My 2 cents.  Employ BIG DATA  and Machine learning to analyze entire flights rather than just selective test points to find patterns in multi-dimensional system spaces that from a human perspective appear random as is being attempted in several countries   T-38 and F-16 Augmented reality evaluations are in work. These evaluations will employ full-color augmented reality headsets developed by Red Six.  Red Six’s CEO has suggested that hazardous or complex test points could be simulated as part of training or test build-up. Technologies such as Virtual Reality FTE airmanship training and virtual symposiums and TPS courses offer opportunities to overcome cost constraints. Further out, AI assistants planned to augment pilots in sixth generation fighter-aircrafts could also augment test conductors in control rooms AI assistants.



Exciting Test Opportunities are Coming! 
New Methodologies Offer the Potential for 

Safer and More Effective Flight Test.  
Culture & Tester Influence are Foundational

Join Me on The Journey – Stay Humble - And Thank you!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, our testing journey continues into exciting new frontiers with the potential to be safer and more effectiveI leave you with this last piece of sage advice that arguably could do more to enhance safety than anything else I have discussed   Test pilot extraordinaire Rogers Smith recounts wisdom from a conversations with colleague, Bill Dana.Always take your job seriously, [but] never take yourself seriouslyI wish each of you the best of luck as you expand envelopes and knowledge.  



Selected References
Contact Jeff Canclini on LinkedIn if Problems Accessing

Test Safety, Professional Expertise, and Productivity in Flight Test Canclini, SFTE 
India Symposium Feb 2022 (a deeper dive into this presentation with a 
comprehensive list of references and links) 

Edwin Snowden Explains the Cynefin Framework

Why Flight Test Is Distinctively Complex Barham & Hughes

Risk Awareness: A new framework for Risk Management in Flight Test Wickert

Introduction to STPA MIT Partnership for Safety and Security 

FTSC Safety Fact 20-03- “A Conversation with Ben and Jeff” 

FTSC Safety Fact 20-03  Editor Mark Jones on the Promise & Peril of Big Data

“Outcome-based Framework For Online Model Validation And Risk Awareness” Jurado & 
McGehee, 2022 SFTE Symposium & 2021 SETP Symposium

https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AKY2RTs4dg4OplM&cid=F77C72463C1C204B&id=F77C72463C1C204B%2117771&parId=F77C72463C1C204B%2117685&o=OneUp
https://sfte.org/other_test_management_and_admi.php
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